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Abstract. Financial institutions are experiencing drastic changes after
the global financial crisis of 2008. On the one hand, financial institutions
need to quickly adapt to new compliance regulations that require adapt-
ing their internal processes. On the other hand, Fintechs are changing the
traditional banking rules by introducing innovative financial processes.
Therefore, financial institutions need to be able to improve their oper-
ational inefficiencies, and represents a business case for the application
of process mining techniques. The BPIC 2017 proposes a real use case
where a Dutch financial institution provides event logs of the loan ap-
proval process, with 1.202.267 events pertaining to 31.509 applications.
In this article we leverage the Disco process mining tool with Python-
based data analysis and visualization tools such as Pandas in order to
combine different granularity inspection techniques to provide answers
to the given questions. In particular, we focus on the main requests from
the BPIC 2017 challenge, which are: throughput times per part of the
process, influence on the frequency of incompleteness to the final out-
come and the frequency of customers asking for more than one offer.
Our approach has consisted in identifying the process phases and an-
alyzing each question by phase and then globally. Finally, we discuss
concluding remarks and future work.

Key words: process mining, financial institution, loan process, disco,
pandas library, python

1 Introduction

Financial institutions are experiencing drastic changes after the global financial
crisis of 2008 [8]. On the one hand, financial institutions need to quickly adapt to
new compliance regulations that require adapting their internal processes. On the
other hand, Fintechs are changing the traditional banking rules by introducing
innovative financial processes. Therefore, financial institutions need to be able
to improve their operational inefficiencies, and represents a business case for the
application of Process Mining (PM) techniques. PM [10] is a set of techniques
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which allows the discovery, conformance and enhancement of business processes,
thanks to the record of business process events.

The Business Process Intelligence Challenge (BPIC) 2017 proposes a real use
case where a Dutch financial institution provides event logs of the loan approval
process, with 1.202.267 events pertaining to 31.509 loan applications filed in 2016
and their handling up to February 2017. This log is from a Loan Application
Process and, deliver us the following information about the different events:
resource who execute the event, beginning and completion date, application type
(new credit or limit raise), requested amount or loan goal. In the log, events
are classified into three groups depending on the type of activity distinguishing
between Application type, Offer type, and Workflow Type. Application type
events are those which represent the state of the application process, while Offer
type events are the ones where an offer changes its state, and Workflow type
events represent the state of the different work items. It is intended to understand
the business process in detail and try to find the different opportunities for
optimization in the process, focusing on the topics requested by the financial
institute:

– Throughput times per part of the process. Particularizing in the difference
between the time spent in the company’s systems waiting for processing by a
user and the time spent waiting on input from the applicant

– The influence on the frequency of incompleteness to the final outcome. The
hypothesis here is that if applicants are confronted with more requests for
completion, they are more likely to not accept the final offer.

– How many customers ask for more than one offer. Keeping in mind if the dif-
ferent offers are asked for in a single conversation or in multiple conversations.

This article collects our participation in BPIC 2017. For most of the ques-
tions, there is a need to understand the interactions among the application and
the loan system, and their impact of the outcome of the process. The reminder
of the paper is organized as follows. Sect. 2 presents our strategy to answer the
proposed questions, and reviews previous works in the same application domain.
Sect. 3 describes briefly the Extract, Transfor and Load (ETL) process and ad-
dresses the identification of phases in the provided process. As a result of this,
we have identified two phases: application creation and application validation,
which are detailed in Sect. 4 and Sect. 5, respectively. Finally, Sect. 6 draws
overall conclusions.

2 Methodology and Background

The methodology followed to analyze the problem is shown in Fig. 1. First, we
have analyzed the articles from BPIC 2012, since they used a dataset of the
same business process as detailed in Sect. 2.1 and have selected the tools to
analyze the data (Sect. 2.2). Then, we have preprocessed the data (Sect. 3) and
identified the main phases of the process, application creation and application
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validation, which are detailed in Sect. 4 and Sect. 5. Based on this, we have
provided answers to the proposed questions in Sect. 6.

Fig. 1. Methodology

2.1 Related Work

It is important to highlight that the data for the analysis is provided by the
same institute that previously provided the event log for the BPIC 2012, where
six submissions were judged as shown in Table 1. Each submission from 2012
made different approaches to the case and achieve different conclusions. As the
data taken into study comes from a newer version of the BPIC 2012 process
was interesting to study and compare the different reports in order to visualize
the methods and conclusions reached in the challenge. From this analysis, we
have drawn the following conclusions. Most participants have used the PM tools
Disco and Prom, and their use impact in their analysis (e.g. use Heuristic Miner
if Prom is used). Nonetheless, some authors have used other tools, such as Excel
or databases to carry out a detailed analysis of the event logs. Regarding the
analysis objective, a number of researchers aimed at providing a process map,
where the process is decomposed into phases. Some relevant aspects that have
been studied are (i) activity paths that lead to a successful final state; (ii) study
if resources impact on the final outcome of the project and possibility of pro-
cess automation; and (iii) analyze the performance of the process to understand
potential bottlenecks in the process.

2.2 Tools Used

For the study three tools were used. These tools have helped us to combine the
insights of process mining tools with the power of data analysis tools.

– Disco [9] : This process mining tool was really helpful for the understanding of
the process. It provides many functionalities which allows the discovery and
the filter of the log easing the scope and the process of the data.

– Excel [12] : Used to filter and to accommodate the data for its study on Pandas
toolkit and to check the results from other applications.

– Pandas [2]: This python data analysis toolkit result very useful at the time of
analyzing and visualizing the data.
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Table 1. Review previous challenges

Ref. PM
Tool

Analysis Types Techniques Event
Analysis

Process insights

[1] ProM Process Discovery Heuristic Miner Algo-
rithm with manual

Process map

Performance Analysis Study over throughput
times

Understanding the level
of automation of events
based on their execu-
tion times and obtain-
ing bottlenecks

[4] Disco,
Excel,
Cart

Case Level Analysis Throughput times seg-
mentation

Longer cases have less
probability of success

Event Level Analysis Quantity requested seg-
mentation

Some amounts are more
likely to be requested

Resource Level Analy-
sis

Wait vs Work time cal-
culation

Specialists are far more
efficient than minor
players

Leveraging Behavioral
Data for Work Effort
schedule

Specialist vs.
Generalist-Driven
Work Activities and
performance

Find the paths with
more chances to be ac-
cepted

Study of the most likely
paths to success

[3] ProM Resource Perspective
Analysis

Filters and cases analy-
sis

Find of the process au-
tomatism

Control Flow Analysis Heuristic algorithms
used to find the heuris-
tic net and process
map

Obtain the resources
capabilities

Process Map Discovery Process map

[6] Disco,
Excel,
ProM

Process Discovery Obtaining of the pro-
cess map

Process map

Highest Activation Re-
sources

Looks for the resources
with more satisfactory
applications using disco
utilities and a ProM So-
cial Network Plugin

Process segmentation
through their execution
time

[7] ProM,
Disco

Process general anal-
ysis through dotted
charts

Time analysis through
a dotted chart gener-
ated in ProM

Find of the most com-
mon cancellation points

Resources performance
through a dotted chart
generated in ProM

Resources performance

[11] ProM Process study through
application states defi-
nition

Build of the application
states model through
ProM plugin

Find of the different
states and their charac-
teristics
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3 Preprocessing and understanding of the data

First of all, it is needed to understand the process as well as the data supplied.
As it was mentioned before, the data consists of two files in eXtensible Event
Stream (XES) format [5]. The first one, Application Event log, contains 31,509
application processes with 1,202,267 events. The second file, Offer event log, con-
tains 193,849 events related to the 42,995 offers created, and can been obtained
by extracting the Offer type events, explained below, from the first file.

These events belong to one of the next three types:

– (A) Application State: This type of events or activities are used to represent
the state in which the application process is. They are useful to follow the
process through its different steps.

– (O) Offer State: Offer State events represent the offer possible states, from its
creation to its acceptance/declination. These events also contain offer infor-
mation, such as the amount requested, the number of terms, or its acceptance,
among others.

– (W) Workflow State: These events are useful to calculate workflow times, and
to understand the work accomplished.

In the previous mentioned .xes files, the information about the events is provided
as a list of events ordered by date and case ID, being consecutive all the events
from the same application, and ordered by the start date. From the event log,
we have selected the following fields: case ID, offerID, activity, resource, start
timestamp, complete timestamp, variant and event origin. The rest of fields have
not been used.

3.1 Process Endpoints

Once the information provided by the financial institute has been understood,
our next step has been to understand the possible endings of the loan process.

After loading the information into Disco, without any previous preprocess-
ing, fourteen possible endings appear. But, after a detailed analysis, only three
cases seemed to represent the normal process flow: A Pending, O Cancelled and
O Refused, adding up the 99% of the total cases behavior, and following an un-
derstandable workflow. Based on this, we have removed the cases that do not
match one of these final events, trying to keep only the normal cases under scope.
After filtering the applications that conclude in one of the above listed valid fi-
nal states (A Pending, O Canceled and O Refused), we have reduced the total
number of applications from 31,509 to 31,217. Thus, we have filtered a small
number of applications that did not follow the standard process.

In order to understand the normal application endings, we have checked the
different process flows with Disco. Our main conclusion is that the last event
of an application does not determine the application result. In particular, when
there is more than one offer, the last event could be canceled, since one offer is
accepted but the rest ones are canceled. Thus, we have identified the events that
truly determine the final application result, as shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Final events

Final Event Description

O Accepted If one application fires this event it means that one offer has been
finally accepted and it is a successful case. After this event the
application always goes to A Pending where it is closed, unless
there were more than one offer in the process. In these cases the
application has to cancel the rest of the offers before its final
end.

A Canceled This event represents the final cancellation of an application.
Once an application arrives this point it can only be canceled.
This end represents a cancellation by the financial institution
side, and the reason for cancellation is the reach of a thirty days
timeout before receiving an answer from the applicant.

A Denied This event also represents an unsuccessful application, but this
time it is due an offer rejection by the applicant. As in the
previous point, once an application is denied it will set the rest
of offers as canceled and will arrive to its final state.

This understanding will help us to obtain the application ending at the time
to process the information with the python Pandas toolkit.

3.2 Event Filtering

After a quick look over the process there is a couple of events that for its relevance
inside the process and their function have been excluded from the study:

– Process Loan Application: This event is only executed two times in one appli-
cation from the 31,217 applications left, and it is not clear its function in the
process lifecycle since its name does not clarify its function and there are no
more cases to compare. For this reason it has been eliminated from our study.

– Assess Potential Fraud: This event only appears 354 times in 300 different
cases. Even though those cases have a higher probability of being refused
than the average, since the result of this assessment is not provided, we have
excluded them. Nonetheless, they could be interesting in case the study would
be focused in fraud.

After these filters were applied, from the previous 31,217 cases only 30,917 re-
main.

3.3 Noise reduction

Apart from the filters explained before, we have also used a feature provided
by Disco that allows the elimination of the most uncommon paths. Thanks to
this, Pareto principle is applied keeping the 80% of the cases but just the 6% of
the different paths reducing the noise of the data by deleting a huge amount of
variations and special cases, looking for the normal process flow and simplifying
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the study. The application of this filter reduces the cases from 30,917 to 25,272.
The application of this filter also drives the elimination of the W Shortened
Completion event, which was executed 74 times in 72 cases which represents less
than 0,25% of the total cases, so its removal does not bring any consequences to
the general process study. After the noise reduction filter, a deeper look inside the
process is required in order to get insight of the application process, as detailed
in Table 3.

Table 3. Our understanding of the events

Type of application Event Name Description

Application Events

A Accepted Application request accepted
A Cancelled Application process cancelled
A Complete Application offer complete
A Concept Application preaccepted, pending

of finalise before acceptation
A Create Application Initial event. Creation of a new ap-

plication process
A Denied Denial of the loan request.
A Incomplete Offer incomplete. Requires comple-

tion for being finally accepted.
A Pending Final event of successful applica-

tion. Application pending to final-
ize after offer acceptation.

A Submitted Initial submission after application
is created

A Validating Offer validation

Offer Events

O Accepted Offer accepted
O Cancelled Final event for unsuccessful appli-

cations. Offer cancelled
O Create Offer Offer creation
O Created Offer created
O Refused Final event for unsuccessful appli-

cations. Offer refused
O Sent (mail and on-line) Offer shipped
O Sent (on-line only) Offer shipped

Workflow Events

W Call after offers Offer notification to the client
W Call incomplete files Incompleteness notification
W Complete application Completion of the application re-

quest
W Handle leads Completion of the application re-

quest
W Validate application Offer validation

Finally, during the analysis of the process to decompose it into phases, an-
other filter has been used. If we exclude the cases where the event A Complete
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is not present, we reduce from the 25,272 to 25,190. These are the cases that
will be further analyzed.

After this preprocessing stage, a deeper insight of the process has been
achieved. For the study of the three proposed questions mentioned in the in-
troduction, a detailed analysis is carried out for each process phase and a final
study considers a holistic perspective based on the findings obtained through the
phase analysis. In the following points, we discuss the proposed questions and
our main hypotheses and approach. The company is interested in understanding:

– The different times spent along the process. In particular, the company is in-
terested in knowing: the time spent in the company’s system waiting to be
processed by an user, and the time spent waiting on input from the appli-
cant. The main difference between these two times is the responsible for the
next step in the process. Two cases are considered: an internal user from the
company, in this case the waiting time will be classified as waiting time inside
the company’s system to be processed, or, on the other hand could be the
applicant, who for some reasons could be delaying the answer causing another
waiting time for the final application resolution. It is also interesting to see
the difference in times between the different possible paths and try to analyze
why there is such a great variation in times between different applications.

– The influence on the frequency of incompleteness to the final outcome. The
hypothesis here is that if applicants are confronted with more requests for
completion, they are more likely not to accept the final offer. This point will
be clarified in the second phase of the process, where offers are processed and
validated, and the requests for completion are demanded.

– How many customers ask for more than one offer. Keeping in mind if the dif-
ferent offers are asked for in a single conversation or in multiple conversations.
For this study, both phases of the process should be analyzed. Even though
most of the offers are created in the first process phase, offers belonging to
multiple conversations are created in the second phase. Thus, we should draw
out our conclusions for this topic in the final overall process assessment, based
on the compiled findings when analyzing every process phase.

In order to obtain these different times and to simplify the analysis, the loan
process has been divided into two phases according to the different nature of the
pursued objectives.

The first phase, from A Create Application to A Complete is where the ap-
plication is created, and the majority of the offers are defined. This phase has
been divided into two different subphases. The first subphase consists of the
application creation, where the information about the applicant is collected and
submitted. It encompasses the events from A Create Application to A Accepted,
being A Accepted the starting event of the next subphase. The second subphase
happens between A Accepted and A Complete. In this second phase the major-
ity of the offers are created, it is said the majority because in the cases where
the application has more than one offer, this happens in the second phase.

The second phase consists in the validation of the application and the cre-
ation of multiple offers through multiple conversations. As a result, applications
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not providing the required information in time will be canceled or validated
otherwise. The phase includes the events between A Complete and the end of
the process. This phase is the most complex because there is not one single final
event, it intersects with the creation of more offers, in the cases where more than
one offer is created in multiple conversations. In addition, this phase has many
possible loops. In the Fig. 2 it is shown the process map division per phases and
subphases with the intention to clarify the division and the process flow.

Fig. 2. Phase division

In order to analyze the waiting times, the events have been classified into
two types: those that require and input from the applicant, and those that need
an input from an internal user. This classification is based on the nature of
the events as follows: there are only two events that require an input from an
applicant: A Cancelled and A Validating. A Cancelled is fired when the 30 days
timeout expires, which is the maximum waiting time for an applicant response.
A Validating state fires after the event A Complete within the event W Validate
application. This can be observed in Fig. 3, extracted from Disco [9]. Red paths
represent the longest paths in time. As it will be discussed later in Sect. 5, they
represent the most relevant times in the overall process duration.

With this in mind, the first thing to be done is to separate the application
process into different independent phases and carry out an exhaustive analysis
per phase. In addition, we also aim to identify relationships among these variables
or other possible factors that could be decisive in the final result of the process
or in an extra delay in the process flow.

Events have been separated as follows. First of all, the original dataset has
been converted to a CSV file through Disco [9]. This conversion is done for en-
abling the data load on Pandas [2] toolkit. Next the CSV file has been loaded in
Pandas [2] as a DataFrame, which is a 2-dimensional labeled data structure with
columns of potentially different types. This DataFrame contains the same infor-
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Fig. 3. Events waiting for an external input

mation than the original XES file. The Dataframe has been iterated to create one
Dataframe per phase and subphase to simplify the analysis. This transformation
aims at grouping case events for each phase and subphase in one row, and has
been performed by iterating the original dataframe and including the following
information: start and complete timestamp of each phase, phase duration, phase
working time, phase waiting time for an external input, phase waiting time for
an internal input, path followed by the case, workflow type events within the
case, and the final application result, codified as “0” for accepted cases, “1” for
canceled cases, and “2” for denied cases.

In this munging process, working time is calculated as the adding up of the
workflow time events duration. Waiting times are calculated as the time dif-
ference between the start from one event and the completion of the previous
one, excluding from this calculation the time spent simultaneously than a work-
flow type event. The difference for the external or internal classification within
the waiting times is done in function of the event starting as it was explained
above. The phase duration calculation is as simple as the difference between the
starting date and the completion date. For the paths calculation every possible
event was codified with an alphabetic character. While a case was iterated, ev-
ery event was codified with its appropriate character, and added to a characters
chain which represents the path as a string [2] element. The workflow type events
were registered in the same way. Finally the different endings were obtained by
checking the decisive events that every case must contain as it was explained in
the Sect. 3.1.

Thus, the use of Pandas data structured have provided us a very powerful
data analysis tool to understand and query the event information. Moreover, the
proposed structure for dataframes has proven to be useful for their analysis.
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4 Phase Application Creation

In this phase the application and offers are created. It has a clear and easy un-
derstandable path. Despite of this, for a deeper explanation, it has been divided
into two subphases which fully clarify the process. This separation has be based
on functionality and automation perspectives. A first subphase has been identi-
fied as the creation of the application itself, while a second subphase collects the
offer creation. The first subphase is comprised by the following events: A Create
Offer, A Submitted and A Concept, while the second one comprises the events
between A Accepted and A Complete as it was shown in Fig. 2. In the reminder
of this section we analyse first both phases separately and provide then a general
conclusion for the whole phase.

4.1 Subphase 1.1: Create application

This subphase is the shortest and simplest one. It consists of four possible events,
three “A” type events: A Create Application, A Submitted, and A Concept; and
one “W” type: W Handle leads. It is interesting to highlight that these steps are
fully automated as they can be executed by user 1, which after observing its
working ratios it could be instead an autonomous system. Fig. 4 shows the
possible state paths followed in this subphase obtained from Disco [9].

Fig. 4. Path diagram of subphase 1.1

In the state path diagram we can see that this subphase is over when
A Concept ends. But the decision of shattering the complete phase in that
point was taken after observing the pattern followed by the W type activity
W Complete application. This activity starts at the same time than A Concept,
and when its working times are not equal to zero it follows the application until
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A Complete is reached. This is the final point for the overall Application Cre-
ation phase. After realizing this situation it is deducted that, the first states in
this phase are executed by an autonomous system. When it arrives to the end
of the application creation, it automatically launches both events A Concept
and W Complete Application. In A Concept is registered the final data, and
in W Complete application the control is handled to a human resource for the
final acceptance and the offer creation. This offer creation is registered in the
next subphase. Following with this subphase, as it is shown in Fig. 4 there are
two different paths for the state flow. The only difference between these paths
is whether they go through the activity A Submitted or not. This difference
may be caused in function of the applicant previous relation with the institute.
This hyphotesis is based on the following evidence: if the company has already
registered and evaluated the applicant data, it seems plausible that the internal
users just read the results of the previous submission in spite of recalculating
it all again by submitting him/her to further investigation. Apart from this dif-
ference, there is an additional variation related with the W type events. This
difference is the fire of W Handle leads in a few cases. These cases have always
fired A Submitted before. Our hypothesis is that this variation corresponds to
a special process for loans with high business value, such as exclusive clients or
loan with a high requested quantity.

In the time aspect, in this phase there are no activities requiring an input
from the applicant so there are not waiting times due an external input from the
applicant. Working and waiting times for the global actuation in this subphase
are shown below in Table 4.

Table 4. Times obtained in Subphase 1 Create Application

As it can be appreciated in Table 4, this subphase has very short times in
general. The majority of cases has no workflow type events.This absence makes
global working times equal to zero in a 90% of the cases . In addition, except for
the cases which indeed have working events, waiting times are also very low. It is
important to appreciate that the longest waiting times between application type
events are lower than a minute and happened before A Submitted. This makes
us suppose that A Submitted although is automatized requires longer processing
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times. In the next Table 5 are shown the times comparison for those cases with
working time events. These cases are the ones with the biggest processing times
in the subphase as it was expected, being those that need a human interaction
(e.g. manual tasks) represented by the event W Handle leads.

Table 5. Times obtained for the manual cases in Subphase 1 Create Applications

In conclusion, the possible paths are pretty simple and understandable as it
was pointed out above. Our conclusions have been supported by evidences for
this path division, and the time spent in this phase in relation to the overall
process duration is meaningless. It has no major issues due to its high level
of automation. This is supported by the fact that almost all the activities are
realized by user 1, which could be possibly an automatic system after studying
its working ratios. It is responsible of 63287 events wasting just 2 min and 32
seconds in it. It is important to notice that any application is ending during this
phase in contrast with the data provided in BPIC 2012. Thus, this represents
an improvement within the process in the recent years.

4.2 Subphase 1.2: Create Offer

This subphase encompasses those events reached between A Accepted and
A Complete, which are entirely from “O” type. This fact seems reasonable since
the functionality of this subphase is the creation and submission of the offers. It
contains nine different events, but, there are not any cases with all of them in
the same path. Fig. 5 shows the state flow in this subphase.

The nine possible events are the starter and the final, A Accepted and
A Complete respectively. Several “O” type events are fired after the A Accepted
event. In the first place O Create Offer event comes, which contains all the offer
characteristics. It is followed by the event O Created, which assigns an OfferID.
In case there are issues with the offer, the O Cancelled is executed next, before
its submission to the applicant. Then several event paths can be followed. The
most frequent path is that O Sent (mail & online) is submitted, although in
some few cases, O Sent (online only) is the one submitted. Next, A Complete
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Fig. 5. Path diagram of sub-phase 1.2 Create Offer

is reached unless there is a loop for more offers creation. This event is the final
state for this phase.

In this phase two workflow type events can be executed: W Call after offers
and W Complete application. W Call after offer is typically fired after the sub-
mission of an offer. This event is used to represent the notice of the offer to the
applicant. Regarding W Complete Application, it represents the work realized
from A Concept to A Complete. This event is used to finish the process when
A Complete is reached. There are a few cases where the application never enters
in the W Complete application process. It is supposed that these cases with no
W type events, as well as the cases with no working time defined, are caused by
an incorrect application use. In Fig. 6 below it is shown one example for one of
these cases. This wrong pattern could be due to a user who does not register the
work amount correctly, or because the internal users delays to registering the
completion of the task.

Fig. 6. Example of case without working time

In this phase, as in the previous one, there are not many path variations,
and the paths are easy to understand, as previously shown in Fig. 5. Note that
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O Cancelled, although it is mentioned above, it does not appear in the flow. This
is because it happens in a small number of cases (109 cases), as the one shown
in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. Example of a case with the O Cancelled event

Finally, five different paths can be appreciated. The main reason for this
number of variations is the existence of loops, as it was mentioned before. These
loops are the consequence of the creation of different offers for the same appli-
cation. In this phase it is recorded a maximum of three offer creations. Despite
of it, it does not represent the total amount of offers created, because in the last
phase there are also some offers created within the validation process. These of-
fers still represent the majority of them (around 90% of the above). Apart from
the loop existence, there are two more variation sources, one is the multichan-
nelity for reception submission, and the other is the offer cancellation possibility
mentioned above. Multichannelity creates different variations since offers can be
submitted on-line or combining e-mail and on-line. Nevertheless, this does not
affect to the process understanding. The other source of variability is the offer
cancellation. It is thought that the main apparent reason to this, it is the pos-
sibility of finding an error after creating an offer. This is supported by the fact
that all paths with offer cancellation include more than one offer.

For the times aspect, in this subphase the global times start to grow in
comparison to the previous one. This increment is due to the higher number
of not automatized manual tasks. This increment of manual tasks drives to an
increment in the working times. Despite of this increment, there are still many
cases with no working time registered, although they have workflow type events.
Within this subphase, working times are mainly represented by the W Complete
application event. Regarding waiting times, as there are no events needing an
input from the applicant, it are due to waiting times inside the application
waiting for a user to continue with the process. The times for this phase are
shown in Table 6.

It is important to explain a few details about the results presented in Table 6.
First, we should highlight that the 39% of the cases has working times equal to
zero in this phase. Several hypotheses could justify this fact. One hypothesis is
that internal users of the financial institution do not record properly the timing
of the tasks and register the work as done after processing the offers. In case this
happens, these use cases would be useless for the waiting time analysis of in this
subphase, because these events main function is to represent the amount of work
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Table 6. Times obtained in Subphase 2 Create Offer

delivered. The second hypothesis is that there is an automatic system developing
the work. In order to analyze this hypothesis, we have analyzed the resources
patterns. The evidences have not supported this second hypothesis since there
were 113 different users performing these tasks. Thus, we have rejected the sec-
ond hypothesis since the number of automatic users seems too high. As a result,
our hypothesis is that there is an issue with timing registration and offer creation
tasks require human work. The evidences that support this conclusion are shown
in Table 7, where applications with worktimes equal to zero have been filtered.
In Table 7 we can appreciate that the main weight for the global times is in the
worktimes, discarding a time wasting while waiting for process an application.

Table 7. Times in subphase 2 with working time equal zero cases filtered

In Table 7 it is appreciated that the duration for a high number of the cases
is extremely low, just a few minutes, despite of the existence of some exceptional
cases with higher times. It is thought that these higher times are caused by
problems with the offer calculation system, or by the need to introduce more
variables implying a manual solution. In Table 7 it can also be appreciated that
once the cases with no registered working time are deleted, the total working time
represents almost the overall phase duration. Our most plausible explanation is
that the overall phase, from the creation of the application to the submission of
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an offer, is followed by short and quick stops in some exceptional cases. Finally,
Fig. 8, and Fig. 9 show the relation between the different paths and the phase
duration. It is observed that although may exist some loops inside the phase
these cases can be considered outliners and have no major impact in the phase
duration.

Fig. 8. Subphase 2 Create Offer Amount of cases per path

Fig. 9. Relation between paths and duration

In Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 the different paths have been numbered, and the different
numbers refer to the next path explanation:

– Path 1 is the most common path. It refers to the cases where there is only one
offer created and submitted via mail and online.

– Path 2 refers to the cases where two offers are created and submitted via mail
and online.

– Path 3 refers to those cases where two offers were created but one of them was
canceled before its submission so the applicant receives just one of them.

– Path 4 encompasses the cases with one offer submitted just via online. As it
is normal because of the possibility of submitting only online, these are the
shortest cases in time.
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– Path 5 cases are those with three offers created and submitted via mail and
online.

But as we can appreciate, only two cases have an interesting amount of cases,
being the rest special cases for the application process.

4.3 Overall Application Creation Phase conclusion

Finally, for the complete phase after joining the two different subphases we
obtained the following Pearson correlation coefficient between the times shown
in Table 8. In this Table 8, it is appreciated that the subphase 2, Create Offer, is
the one with a higher weight in the overall phase duration. There is a correlation
close to one between this subphase 2 duration and the overall phase time. This
was expected because it has a higher manual work amount. Despite of this, the
main correlation its found between the global phase duration and the waiting
times, which is normal with the high number of cases without registered working
times.

In the following Table 8 the fields D1 and D2 reference the overall subphases
1 and 2 respectively. The fields Work1 and Work2 references the working time
in their respective subphases, and the same works for the wait1 and 2 with the
waiting times. The same works for the Table 9.

Table 8. Times correlation within phase 1

In Table 9 the cases with total working time equal to zero have been deleted to
understand better the process. In the final cases the correlation between waiting
times and the duration is reduced at the same time than the correlation with the
working times growth. This balance the correlation between the waiting and the
working times, although the waiting ones keep leading being the main weight in
the overall duration.

Regarding path variation, as shown in Fig. 10, the number of paths is only
relevant for Paths 1-1 and 2-1. This was expected based on the amount of cases
per path in the second subphase.
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Table 9. Times correlation without cases with no working time

Fig. 11 shows the times variations between the most relevant paths, after
deleting the paths with the lowest amounts of cases. In these figures (Fig. 10
and Fig. 11) the legend for the paths goes as follows: the first number refer
to the path in the first subphase: Application Creation. In this subphase there
were just two different paths: the first one where the application went trough
A Submitted which is represented with the number 1, and the second where
the application never went through A Submitted, referred with a 2. The second
number refers to the second subphase path, and it has the same relation between
number and path than the one explained in Fig. 8.

Fig. 10. Cases amount per path in Phase 1

There is a clearer difference between the cases than in the first subphase.
Cases not including the A Submitted event have shorter times than the rest
of cases. After looking for the source of this behavior, it was found that these
shorter cases are always processed from the beginning to the end of the phase by
just one resource. This pattern is shown in the Table 12 below with an example.
This behavior allows avoiding the internal waiting times from the ending of one
resource to the start of the next one. Thus, in these cases the automatic system
(user 1) is not used. An additional human resource study could check if the use
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Fig. 11. Relation between duration and path for the most relevant paths in Phase 1

of human resources for these events is useful. Our conclusion is that the process
can be optimized if the same user process the full application, but we should also
analyze if this could bring as a side effect delays or the appearance of bottlenecks
in this or other processes.

Fig. 12. Example of cases with just one resource executing completely the Phase 1

Thus, as we have commented before, our main conclusion is that the best
performance happens when the same human resource handles all the work from
the beginning. As it was pointed before this could be generating issues in other
phases or processes. It also does not look useful since there is an autonomous
system available for developing those tasks. It is also important to highlight that
there is a huge amount of cases without any worktime registered, complicating
this way the times study. This fact could indicate a wrong use of the system by
the financial institution which should be fixed. In addition, the majority of offers
are created in this phase and a single conversation is used for creating multiple
offers.
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5 Phase Application Validation

In this phase is where the different offers are validated. For this purpose, after
the offer is submitted to the client, a response and some extra information is
expected. In case that any response is received, applications are ended after a
thirty days timeout.

When a response arrives, it is validated. Then it can take two different paths.
The first one drives to the final offer acceptation. The application goes through
O Accepted event first, and in the cases where no more offers were created it
ends in the A Pending event. If more cases were created, it would finally go to
the O Cancelled event were the rest of the offers are deleted, and it will end in
this event.

Regarding the second path, if the validation is not successful, it could be for
two different reasons: the first reason is because the applicant has refused the
offer, and the second reason is the lack of some files or information. In the refused
cases the offer goes through the O Returned event, where it chooses the final path
for a refused offer. This path consists in two different events, first the A Denied
event, where the application is finally established as denied, and O Refused
where the offer is established as refused. At this point the application process
finally ends. In the cases where more information is requested, this information
is requested to the applicant. Then the offer goes through a path which drives
the application to the beginning of the validation phase, where the response and
the files are checked again. This path contains three events which flow as follows.
In the first place the application fires the O Returned event, then it starts an
“W” type event, W Call incomplete files where it is supposed that the applicant
is informed about the need of additional information, and the application passes
to the state A Incomplete. This path is the main cause for the loop existence in
this phase, with cases that register even five loops through the validation events.

In this phase, as it was pointed in Sect. 4, some offers are created. The offers
creation registered in this phase answers to two different reasons which can be
generated in two points. The first point is before the validation events start. It
is not clear the reason for the creation of these offers once the A Complete is
reached, but they seem to be done after the previous round and by a different
resource. This lead us to think that these offers are created in different conver-
sations than the offers from the Phase 1. The second point refers to the creation
of an offer in the middle of the validation process. This could be due to a ne-
gotiation within the validation of a previous offer. This drives the creation of a
new offer trying to satisfy the client request. These offers may be generated in
multiple conversations.

This phase, unlike the previous one, is not as simple for the paths study.
The main reason for this is the huge variations amount (76) within the phase.
In order to improve our understanding, we have analyzed each type of applica-
tion (cancelled, accepted and denied applications), as described in the following
subsections.
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5.1 Canceled Applications

First of all, we analyze paths referring to the canceled applications. 93% of
canceled applications do never receive an applicant response. The remaining
canceled applications do not follow this pattern. For our study, we filter the
applications including A Cancelled as explained in Table 2. With this filter, we
reduce the complexity from 76 to 19 different variations. From these variations it
is appreciated that the simplest one responds to the offers with no response from
the applicant. In these cases the application dies after the timeout is reached.
This path has the 85% of the cases, in three variants depending on the number of
offers previously sent. These variations have been grouped in the graphics under
the name “C1”. For these cases there is a similar duration which main weight
comes from the 30 days waiting for a response.

There is also another similar path with a relevant amount of cases. This hap-
pens when there is an offer creation at the beginning of this phase but canceled
after the timeout is reached. These cases have similar waiting times, although
they exhibit a longer duration, which is normal due to the creation offer process.
These cases have been grouped with the name C2. The rest of the different cases
refer to the applications that, after being validated, are returned and finally is
canceled The main reason for this pattern seems to be that the application does
not match the company requirements. These cases are grouped under the “C3”
name.

With the cases grouped in three final paths: those canceled after the comple-
tion due to the timeout; those started with an offer creation before a cancellation
due to the timeout; and those validated before the final cancellation. Times and
the amount of cases per path are shown in Fig. 13 and Fig. 14.

Nevertheless, we have not found a complete justification to explain why some
applications are cancelled after a validation step. This would require to interact
with the financial institution to get higher insight about these cases.

Fig. 13. Amount of cases per path
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Fig. 14. Cases duration per path

5.2 Accepted Applications

The next kind of offers studied in this phase are the approved ones. These offers
have as a common join point their pass through the O Accepted event. After
filtering these applications in Pandas we can appreciate 44 different paths, with
different weights like is shown in the Fig. 15.

Fig. 15. Accepted applications possible paths

The main reason for this huge number of variations is the amount of loops
that the application passes through before the final acceptation. Other sources
are the order for the events registration or the extra offers creation within the
validation process. Those variations have shorts amounts of cases, and for that
reason are not treated as a difference value. Having this in mind the cases have
been grouped in function of their loops requesting for extra information obtaining
the cases distribution shown in Fig. 16. It has been considered the amount of
loops, as the number of times where the application fires the O Returned event.
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Fig. 16. Accepted cases per amount of loops

It is important to highlight the loops distribution as shown in Fig. 16. There
are more cases where the offer is accepted after one validation than with no
more information requested. This could reveal a possible misinformation in the
applicants which can have repercussions in the company efficiency as shown in
Fig. 17. The main waiting time source is again the waiting time for the applicant
response, as shown in Fig. 17. Moreover, since in every loop there is a waiting
time for an applicant, this drives the increment in the overall process duration.

Fig. 17. Duration in function of the amount of loops

5.3 Denied Applications

Finally, within this phase the refused cases are filtered. For these cases it is
proposed the same approach than for the accepted cases due to its multiple sim-
ilarities. In the first place, although there are fewer cases than in the previous
phase, we can appreciate that the main cause of variations is the loop existence.
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Once again the overall phase time increases with every loop. Following the global
phase characteristics, some offers are created within these cases. Nevertheless,
this is not relevant for the time analysis, because there is a great difference be-
tween the waiting time for an applicant response times and the time to create
an offer. In these cases, unlike in the accepted ones, there are not more cases
requesting for more information than being refused directly, like it is shown in
Fig. 18. Our hypothesis is that applicants refuse an offer based on their charac-
teristics, and the requirement of extra information has a limited impact.

Fig. 18. Denied cases per amount of loops

Regarding time analysis, this phase follows the same pattern than the ac-
cepted cases, increasing times with the number of loops, as shown in Fig. 19.

Fig. 19. Duration of Denied cases per amount of loops
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5.4 Overall phase conclusion

After dividing the phase in their different paths in order to understand and find
out the main delaying causes.

Regarding time analysis, there are many cases with working time equal to
zero as in the previous phases. For these cases is important to point out that there
are paths like the ones intermediately cancelled where it makes sense these null
working times, because those cases are cancelled after waiting for a response that
never arrives and no work is required. For the rest of the cases with workflow
type events, we have not found an evidence based explanation. Our plausible
explanation is a wrong time registration of times in the company.

Waiting times have been classified into waiting times due to an external
applicant from those waiting in the application, as shown in Table 10 below.
Waiting times due an applicant tend to be higher for almost all the cases than
working and waiting times inside the application. This is reasonable since the
company has to wait for the applicant final response after sending an offer. This
answer normally is delayed for a couple of days in the best cases, and it can
last until the 30 days timeout is reached for the worst ones. These are the cases
where no answer is received. If there is more than one loop inside the application
process this 30 days limit could be exceeded.

*In the Table 10 the field Waiting for extern result makes reference to the
time wasted between events when it is needed an external input to continue.
The Waiting for intern result is the same but making reference to the events
requiring an intern input.

Table 10. Times calculation for the overall phase
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A comparison between the times in function of their ends is shown in Table
11, Table 12 and Table 13. These tables illustrate that the longest cases use to
be the cancelled ones, mainly for its timeout dependency. The next longer cases
are the accepted ones. The main appearance reason seems to be that when an
offer satisfies the applicant expectation, the applicant is willing to fix every file
an inconvenience that could appear. This do not happened in the cases where
the offer does not satisfy them. They usually refuse it without trying to fix the
files, providing an evidence to conclude that the main cause for a refused offer
is not the requirements for completion but the offer itself.

Table 11. Canceled cases times description

Table 12. Accepted cases times description

6 Overall process study and conclusions

Finally, after the study of the two phases separately, we provide conclusions
analyzing the overall process.

6.1 Times per process phase conclusions

After analyzing every phase, our first conclusion is that Offer Validation phase
has the principal weight in the application process time. We provide evidences
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Table 13. Canceled cases times description

for this conclusion in Table 14, which shows the Pearson correlation coefficients
between different phase times.

Going through this phase, the waiting time for an applicant answer is the
most relevant. As discussed previously, it is important to highlight that it is
not clear and easy to determinate the real weight for the time spent inside the
application, since there exists a big number of cases with working time equal to
zero. But, despite of this situation, the biggest cause in the delay of an application
is the time waiting for an applicant input, as can be appreciated in Table 14.

Some potential reasons to explain this wrong time registration are bad train-
ing of human resources or that the application does not provide a suitable sup-
port for the real process. For both of these potential reasons, a conformance
check between the reality and the application should be executed.

For the waiting times reduction it would be interesting to check if the user
experience is well defined, marking a clear path to follow for the applicant in the
different channels. An investment in improving the web services, and designing an
omnichannel service could reduce these waiting times. An omnichannel service
refers to the possibility of commuting the same application between different
channels.

*In the Table 14 the fields with a number, like ”Duration1” make reference
to the time within the global phase 1. If there is no number it makes reference
to the overall process. The name of the fields works as in the previous tables:
Duration makes reference to the overall time, WorkingTime to the time inside
the events, and WaitingTime to the time between events. For the waiting time it
has been separated the time wating for an internal input ”WaitingInputIntern”
from the external ones ”WaitingInputExtern”.

6.2 Request for additional information drives refused offers

Our objective was validating if data analysis and mining could support the sug-
gested hypothesis, this is, that multiple completion requirements drive a bigger
amount of denied applications.

It was concluded in the Sect. 5 that this hypothesis was not supported.
Analyzing the accepted cases, there are more cases with more than one request
for completion than cases completed at the first validation. Regarding denied
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Table 14. Sections division

offers, the majority of cases were denied at the first validation. The evidences
for these conclusions are shown in Fig. 18 and Fig. 16

From this behavior, two conclusions can be stated. First, the applicants does
not seem to understand clearly the information that has been requested to them.
This misunderstanding drives to a time wasting due the multiple requirements.
Second, the main reason of applicants for refusing an offer is the offer itself, not
the requests for more information. This is concluded after seen that the majority
of the refused cases has a direct refusal.

It could be interesting to find the origin for the refusal offers. One hypothesis
could be the misunderstanding of the offer and the original requirements. Since
there are many accepted cases with more information requested, we can suppose
that it is not completely clear the offer or the information requested. This lack
of comprehension of information requests could be a reason for offer refusal.

Thus, we would recommend simplifying and clarifying the loan procedure
and the information requested. This would lead to waiting time reduction and
improving the business KPIs by reducing offers refusal.

6.3 Offers amount, and single or multiple conversation conclusion

Finally, we provide the conclusions for the last point requested for the institute,
that is, how many customers ask for more than one offer.

As discussed before, offers can be asked in multiple conversations or in a
single one. Single conversation offers are those who happened within the Phase
1, before the A Completed state. Multiple conversation offers are those cases
with more than one offer, where some of those offers were created during the
validation process. Thanks to Disco [9] filtering capabilities, we obtained that
4,012 cases have more than one offer. Then, we proceed to filter these cases
using Pandas [?] for both single and multiple conversations study. Fig. 20 shows
the evidences for our conclusions. We can appreciate that there are more cases
with multiple conversation offers than multiple offer in single conversation. It is
also appreciated that the multiple conversation cases have higher chances to be
finally accepted.

A plausible reason to explain this fact is that after an offer is validated for the
client, if he is not satisfied, he could renegotiate. This would drive the creation
of an additional offer more aligned to the applicant objectives. Nevertheless,
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receiving more than one offer at the same time can be confusing for the applicant
and make him to reject them.

After this study, our recommendation is maintaining only one active offer,
that could be modified during the process.

Fig. 20. Comparative between cases with offers created in multiple or single conver-
sations
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